
Last week was like a messy Thanksgiving feast of economic news and monetary 
moves, now it’s time to loosen the belt and find a place on the couch to let it all 

digest.  

 
 

And so far, it’s looking like Pepto-Bismol and long naps are the call, as it’s been 
an upsetting week, month, and year for equity and fixed income markets. After 
this morning’s rout, the three major indexes are all down double digits, with the 

NASDAQ off a full 25% year-to-date. Yeouch.  



 

On Thursday we get a look at the Mr. Bogeyman again, and how nasty he got 
since the last sighting. What is a Bogeyman? It’s an old trading term where the 
Bogeyman is the thing you think is out there but haven’t yet seen. Now that 
everyone knows the Mr. Bogeyman is real, we threw on the surname to make it 

official. 



 
 

In a deep dive piece last June, we told you in very explicit terms that the 
Bogeyman was not hiding out under your bed. He was coming, and he was as 
real as a heart attack. Since this is a family program, we give you Mr. 
Bogeyman’s ten-year-old daughter. And as I’ve been told, she can be twice as 
scary when tasked with the challenge.  

https://stillcap.com/mid-current---druckenmiller.html


 
 

Every week now headlines cross the tape that read “Fed Governor so and so 
says we must be diligent…” and “Former Fed Governor so and so says we won’t 
get moderation until the fed funds rate hits X.” Bottom line, talking head speak is 
as ubiquitous on Wall Street as rice is in China. That said, there is for sure an 
apologists parade going on right now for those who should have known better but 
did nothing. Come on guys, you had one job.  



 
 

Since we are making the rounds on a Monday, here is what the rate picture looks 
like this year. And this is the mellow little two-year Treasury, the rest of the curve 
looks the same.  



 
 
At least the relationship between interest rates and equity valuations is still intact. 
Alas, there is no risk-free rate, is there now? Great quote, from a pretty good 
older investor, with the subtle backdrop of the face of Half Dome in the 
background.  



 
 

At this point, we are well outside of ‘earnings season’, which is usually the first 
month after a quarter closes out. Some companies have odd dates ending each 
period, some just take a while to report. This is what the shoulder season looks 

like this week, courtesy of yahoo!finance.  

Earnings calendar 

Monday 

Before market open: Coty Inc. (COTY), Blue Apron (APRN), Duke Energy Corp. 

(DUK), Palantir Technologies (PLTR), Tyson Foods (TSN) 

After market close: Vroom (VRM), Simon Property Group (SPG), Lemonade Inc. 

(LMND), Novavax (NVAX), AMC Entertainment (AMC), Plug Power (PLUG), Zynga 

(ZNGA) 

Tuesday 

Before market open: Hyatt Hotels (H), Warner Music Group (WMG), Peloton 

(PTON), Norwegian Cruise Line Holdings (NCLH), Planet Fitness (PLNT) 
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After market close: Roblox (RBLX), Occidental Petroleum (OXY), Coinbase (COIN), 

Sofi Technologies (SOFI), Allbirds (BIRD), Rocket Cos. (RKT), Wynn Resorts 

(WYNN), Electronic Arts (EA) 

Wednesday 

Before market open: Yeti Holdings (YETI), Olaplex (OLPX), Krispy Kreme (DNUT) 

After market close: Disney (DIS), Rivian Automotive (RIVN), Bumble (BMBL), Sonos 

Inc. (SONO), Beyond Meat (BYND), Dutch Bros. (BROS) 

Thursday 

Before market open: WeWork (WE), Six Flags Entertainment (SIX) 

After market close: Affirm (AFRM), Figs Inc. (FIGS), Toast Inc. (TOST) 

Friday 

No notable reports scheduled for release 

 

That’s what we have for you to start the week. These moments in markets where 
new regimes show up and then take hold are not easy to navigate, no matter who 
you are. Mistakes are everywhere and made by everyone. The world is not 
coming to an end, risk assets that made you the most money for the past two 
years are simply getting thrown sacrificially into the fire. The difference this time is 
the Fed isn’t there to throw water on it. Instead, they are the change agent with 
lots of logs to add to white hot stoke.  
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